
Flexible
Marketing
Management



Why flexible 
marketing management?

Focus your business and engage your market
From artificial bee pollen to urine collection devices, our
experienced team of marketing consultants devise and
implement product marketing strategies to drive your 
business forward.  
As your trusted expert advisor, we work on your business so 
it can achieve its full potential.



Who are we?
A knowledgeable and credible team
Started in 2007, Accelerate Associates has an excellent track record
of working with new and established products in the medical
technologies, scientific, pharmaceutical and laboratory markets.

What sets Accelerate apart is our first-hand experience of
developing, manufacturing and marketing products in the
laboratory supplies and medical devices markets. 

It is no coincidence that the majority of our client relationships span
years - a fact that we are very proud of.



How can 
we help?

With all things scientific.
We are scientists and our passion is working with all
things STEM. From life sciences to medtech and
engineering, we work for businesses ranging from small 
start-ups to multinationals who share common goals of
bringing fantastic products to market and satisfying
customers’ needs.
Accelerate Associates provides strategic direction to
your marketing plan, focusing your efforts on results
driven communication activities.



  
 

“Accelerate is helping our business go faster!  – 
In the slow-moving NHS world where money is
now extremely "tight", PR support from
Accelerate is helping our TalkingPoint Speech
Recognition workflow solutions money-saving
benefits gain much greater visibility!  With 7 new
NHS Trusts signed this year so far, the proof is
clearly demonstrable!”

Jim Robinson, Sales Director, GHG Software
Developments Ltd.



The key audience
for your business is
your customers.



Targeting 
your efforts.
Find your snapshot
We know that getting your idea in front of the right journalists, influencers
or investors is a top priority for any business. Companies have a wide
variety of audiences who need to be engaged appropriately. 

The key audience for your business is your customers.

Accelerate are experienced marketing managers; understanding the
nuances of product marketing to profile customer segments and develop
the customer conversation.

Accelerate was selected for our media relations
campaign in the most part due to their experience
within the medical and laboratory fields and because
of their firm understanding of the products we
manufacture." 

Mr. Alan Abbatt, General Manager, Dr Weigert UK Ltd.



Speak loudly 
and clearly.
We can help your business sing. Accelerate helps you select
the right communication channels to converse with your
customers so they understand and remember you and your
business.  

Accelerate Associates provides outsourced marketing
management support with our remit including: PR and
advertising, design and print, product photography,
scientific translation, exhibition display and online and
social media.

“The research that Accelerate Associates did for
SageTech has been invaluable, both in terms of
evidencing the market need for SageTech’s product
and also in securing funding to progress development.”

Mark Rushworth, Managing Director, 
SageTech Medical Ltd





“Accelerate has been a vital support for Gamlen Tableting,
providing our small but growing business with strategic
marketing expertise as and when we have needed it. The team
at Accelerate has demonstrated clearly to us that not only can
they understand our technology but also deliver across all
marketing functions – from marketing strategy to market
research and media relations.”

Dr Michael Gamlen, Gamlen Tableting Ltd.



Be informed.
Report, monitor, measure.

Strategic marketing produces customer intelligence about
buying habits and customer needs. 

Who is reading your emails, visiting your website, looking you
up on LinkedIn? You need to understand your return on
investment in order to make informed decisions about future
marketing communication activity and progress towards
meeting your marketing objectives.

Accelerate will help you measure your marketing impact.



Accelerate Associates
Jupiter House

Drummond Road
Astonfields

Stafford
Staffordshire

ST16 3HJ

T: 01785 747 102 
E: enquiries@accelerate-associates.co.uk 

www.accelerate-associates.co.uk

Let’s talk marketing.


